An interesting story behind initiation of agroforestry project
in Northwest Makawanpur

How partnership build up?
Indeed, we made some successes in agroforestry work in northwest Makawanpur for the benefit of local
communities. But, there is an interesting story behind this how we initiated and yet continuing our efforts.
Let me frankly confess to share something on this part.
Our organization was established in 2001. In 2002, we received some supports from Danida (Rs. 20.3
million). This was perhaps a big funding in history of our organization MDI. The purpose of this project
was to improve livelihood of tribal people in north west Makawanpur (Chepang & Tamang) through
improved agricultural practices. Thus, we were more confined in expansion of hybrid vegetable crops.
We distributed so many packets of hybrid vegetable seeds and spent much of our time to train families
in high value cash crops, in irrigation development and in some new technologies for example in
polyhouse vegetable farming, in animal promotion and many others. This project did better in the area
where there was good fertile soil, irrigation facilities and some elite farmers who could afford external
inputs like improved seeds and fertilizers.
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Once in a day, in the month of April, 2004, the day I forgot actually, we had a joint field trip in the
project area. We stood in a hill of Bharta VDC, one of the project site where only Chepang and Tamang
communities live. We saw around from the hills. The day was sunny and gloomy, burning blazes of fires
all around the khoriya lands making even the nearest hills almost invisible due to foggy smokes. Like rest
of the areas, these landscapes are also highly dominated by khoriya lands. Literally, Khoriya means the
steep slopes where cultivation is done following slash & burn practices. Usually the system starts with
slashing the bushes, burning dried branches and leaves. People believe that burning helps to make soil
fragile before planting of maize, eradicate harmful pests and add nutrients (such as ash) in the soil and
helps in increasing productivity. After burning, they plant maize followed by blackgram or horsegram
and rice bean (Masyang). This is the major agricultural pattern they follow each year. This practice starts
in winter and ends in September or October. The productivity was better in the earlier days when there
was long fallow period. but in these days the productivity is sharply declining due to loss of productive
soils making life harder and harder to feed their growing families.
We saw that what did our high value project really do for these tribes who largely depends on these
khoriya lands where nutrient is depleted, no irrigation and no opportunities for any external inputs. We
observed that a large chunk of the people are yet left outs. Something whispered us in our mind. We
returned back to our office located in Manahari and thought for other alternatives. At the time, we were
about to write a final progress report for submission to Danida. This field visit was also intended for the
same purpose to collect information, see about the impacts that the project has given to these families
and write an excellent progress report.
Instead of starting final report, we put it on hold for sometimes and search for other alternatives. As a
student of agriculture, we thought that agroforestry could do better for this purpose. But before going
through it, we had to study some rainfall pattern of the area. We collected data from the nearby
meteorological stations (Daman, Rajaiya and Beluwa) for a period of 15 years. From the analysis, we
found that there are some rains even during its driest period (December-May) with an average of 9
mm/year. We thought agroforestry project may suit well with this rainfall to meet water requirement
during driest period of the year.
I wrote a proposal related on agroforestry. But, it was really difficult task for us to get funding. Being
ours a tiny organization, we had no any influence and sheer access with larger organizations. However,
our mission was not so tiny. We had our dream and revered mission to make these denuded hills possible
one day through agroforestry projects. We continued our effort to find solution for this purpose.
At the meantime, UNDP GEF Small Grants Programme organized a meeting in Pokhara. I was invited in
this meeting from MDI. We put our agenda in this meeting to improve khoriya lands in Makawanpur
through responsible agroforestry projects. Fortunately, this agenda attracted the attention of many
people attending the meeting including that of Mr. Gopal Raj Sherchan who is the National
Coordinator of GEF Small Grants Programme (SGP) of Nepal. In fact, I had personally not known to
him. But, I found Mr. Sherchan very enthusiastic and a positive person I had ever met. He told that yes,
this is fantastic proposal. I like it. You please refine it and submit when we call the proposal later in
newspaper.
I returned back from the meeting. I started refining proposal. GEF SGP announced the notice for
submission of application. We submitted it. After few months, we were notified that our proposal has
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been approved by the steering committee. The total fund
was US $ 49,000 targeting a small area i.e 4 VDCs for
piloting it in northwest Makawanpur.
We were happy receiving this grant. But we had
numerous challenges to begin with. There were some
orthodox people who did not approve of relinquishing
the traditional crops and slash-and-burn agriculture what
their ancestors had practiced for years. Fortunately,
there were some forward looking people in communities
– like Mangal Moktan from Chuwarpakha village, Man
Bahadur Praja, Mr. Sajiban Praja from Rakshirang-8;
Kanchhi Maya Praja, Krishna Bahadur Moktan from Rupachuri, Kanchha Praja from Rabang village,
Devan Singh Rumba from Deukot, and the list goes on. These forward-looking farmers defied this
mockery and firmly clinched to this task. MDI truly salutes all of them.
Another challenge we faced in selection of crop species. It was really difficult to change the traditional
agricultural practice of the local people as the risk factor was really high. If the selected crop failed, the
farmers would not even get what they were getting from the khoriya land.
We conducted a number consultation meeting with community members at the field level, almost in every
clusters, inviting all members including youths, women, elders etc. from the entire villages. In one of the
meeting in Rupachuri of Manahari VDC, Mr. Krishna Bahadur Rumba suggested to go with banana as
he had few plants nearby his homestead and was able to sell it in Manahari. In another cluster in
Niguretar of Raksirang VDC, Mr. Sajiban Chepang suggested to go through pineapples. Another
youth Mr. Ramesh Praja suggested to go with broomgrass as he was able to sell broomsticks (Kucho) at
Rs. 8,500 grown from his small patches of khoriya lands.
These all discussion led us to go with these species. Farmers were committed and encouraged us that
even if it fails we won’t blame you and MDI. This enormously helped us to penetrate these interventions
in the area.
We made a farmer’s exposure visit in Kawasoti of
Nawalparasi district where a large area is farmed
with banana only. After, they saw it they were
encouraged to plant it throughout their khoriya
lands. We arranged project supports for buying
these saplings. It’s was really amazing for all of us
including people of Manahari Bazar seeing
thousands of banana plants, pineapple suckers in
Manahari Bazar brought from Nawalparasi and
other locations in trucks. People from entire project
area had come up with their ‘Doko’ for carrying
these saplings. Similarly, the tiny forest weeds i.e.
broomgrass were collected entirely from the nearby
forests and were planted in khoriya lands.

Beneficiaries receiving thousands of banana & pineapple
suckers from Manahari Bazar, 2004

Millions of plants planted throughout the area. We started monitoring of these activities closely and
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regularly. We could not sleep many nights thinking that if these plants successfully grow and give returns
to these families. By the year, some banana plants started fruiting, the pineapples were surviving,
broomgrass adjusted its roots in the denuded hills and started to give some slips and ultimately people
were able to sell it in the market.
The story doesn’t end again. Many other people in the area were attracted with these interventions and
were requesting us for further help. By the time, we had almost completed our tenure with SGP. We had
another challenge once again for arranging resources.
One day, while sleeping on my own bed, I thought food for work programme may be effective for
mobilizing these people. We had already worked with World Food Programme in the same area for
building rural roads under food for work programme and we have realized that food for work program
are important from the point of view of ensuring food security, generating temporary employment and
income for the ultra-poor who have difficulty in engaging in self-employment opportunities. Through this
programme people engage for some works and gets food entitlements as per the progress of works.
Usually, they could get 4 kilograms of rice for every eight hours of work. This is given for limited days
depending on the crisis situation and resource availability.
In 2009, when we wanted to extend our plantation works in wider scale. But, it was one of the most
tough year in its history as the entire region was facing severe famine due to complete failure of maize
crops with the longest drought of the previous year 2008. The drought caused enormous suffering.
People were facing life-threatening hunger. They were at dire need to have some emergency aid.
I talked in phone with Mr. Prem Bahadur Singh in WFP who was the National Coordinator in WFP
Kathmandu office. I requested for some possible assistance to meet these crises of Makawanpur. He
denied in the beginning because there was no any approved programme for Makawanpur but made us
assure that if some unused resources from other districts could be used for this purpose. He called me
back and suggested for making a programme with 200 MT. of rice for 3 months period. Mr. Singh came
to our project site and observed some of the progress on agroforestry plantation works done in earlier
years. He was happy and kind as well. He saw this critical famine situation of the entire landscape people
and assured us for assistance.
This was the month of June and we started our work from June through
August for a period of three months, as it was the right season for planting
as well. We started our mission. People were happy working together with
food for work programme because they had provision of getting 4
kilograms of rice daily for every 8 hours of work. Otherwise, they had to
go for other works as daily wage labourers. Using these resources, they
dug millions of pits and planted different fruits like banana, pineapples,
fodders, broomgrass, bamboo and so many other local species throughout
the region totalling almost 9.2 million plant species. Thanks to Mr. Singh
and WFP. This enormously helped these communities to meet their family
food crises and also in extension of such a large plantation works.
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Now, these crops have become the way of survival for them. They are able to accrue many benefits
particularly in terms of cash. According to Raj Kumar Praja,
Wholesaler of Lothar Collection Centre (located in Lothar Bazar in
east-west highway), some 3000 families are involved and brings
products like banana, broomsticks, bamboo nets etc. worth of US $
100-150 thousand annually in the centre. In addition, these plantation
works have well addressed conserving lands and retaining fertile soils.
This is truly an additional income in addition to maize and millet from
their traditional crops.
This was our real partnership in the earlier days by which we did a lot
of works in expansion of this successful initiatives in Makawanpur. It
was later extended in other district as well including those in the hills
of Udaypur, Khotang in eastern region, Sindhupalchowk and Kavre in
central region, Dailekh, Jumla, Pyuthan, Salyan, Jajarkot, Rukum and
Rolpa in mid-western region with WFP’s support involving almost
25,000 rural families by planting almost 14 million plants in total
including Makawanpur.

Lothar Collection Centre

Thanks to Gopal Raj Sherchan and Prem Bahadur Singh for their sensible heart including their esteemed
organizations for this generous support provided during the crisis. Thanks also goes to Danish Embassy,
Poverty Alleviation Fund (PAF), Alternative Energy Promotion Centre (AEPC), German Technical Support
(GTZ) and Rural Community Infrastructure Work (RCIW) who supported various activities of this project
at different times.
By this practice, we believe that people have gained plenty of knowledge as a sustainable option for
their livelihood. They have deeply understood the importance of such a nude khoriya lands which has
turned to be a famine fighter by growing such a tiny forest weeds, local fruits and fodders giving
handsome and dividend prizes. These lands have now become the home for diversifications of farm
activities into high value commercial crop (horticulture, NTFPS, floriculture and other medicinal plants),
and processing of agricultural and other natural resources-based materials. Beyond to the existing
practices, there is still room for introducing tea, coffee, honey, mushrooms etc. including livestock. The
lessons that drew from the project could be of immense
importance not only for the people of Makawanpur but also to
dryland smallholders in other areas of Nepal in harnessing their
respective comparative advantages.
However, a well planned follow up in the form of “forward
phase” and a sustained effort on a long-term basis would be
required in order not to dissipate the effort that has been on the
ground. In order to continue the effort outside support
particularly from donors as well as from governments are
required.

Thank you !
------------------------------Khop Narayan Shrestha, Executive Director, MDI Nepal, Makawanpur
shrestha.khop@gmail.com
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